Janusz Prusinowski Trio
Wild Music from the Heart of Poland
The Janusz Prusinowski Trio (Pruh-shee-NOV-sky) is a group of
musicians who follow in the traditions of village masters with whom they
have studied, but they are at the same time an avant-garde band with their
own unique sound and language of improvisation. They combine music
with dance, and the archaic with the modern. The Trio’s style is distilled
from their reinterpretations of central Poland’s village music. Listening to
them perform you can hear how echoes of traditional music coexist with a
variety of genres: the music of Chopin in its melodic pattern and the use of
rubato, the mazurka, a shared love of improvisation with blues and jazz, and
the energy and propulsion of rock.
The Trio will perform in following lineup: Janusz Prusinowski, fiddle,
voice, dulcimer, Polish accordion; Piotr Piszczatowski, baraban drum, frame
drum; Michał Żak, wooden flutes, shawm, clarinet; Piotr Zgorzelski, folk
bass, dancing; Szczepan Pospieszalski, trumpet.
www.januszprusinowskitrio.pl
Fri, Oct 4, 2013, 7:15 pm (doors open at 6:30 pm)
DROM
85 Avenue A (bet 5th & 6th Sts)
www.dromnyc.com
$15 in advance, $20 at the door
Presented by DROM. A part of the group’s 2013 USA Tour.
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“What struck me right away about this music was its
amazing ability to mix the feel and power of village dance
music with the personal contemporary sensibilities of the
players. (…) The addition of wind and brass to the Trio’s
sound really pushes their music into another realm.”
—Michal Shapiro, Huffington Post
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